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Experimental study of oblique impacts with initial spin
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Abstract

An experiment to measure the properties of the impacts between of a 44.5 mm steel ball and a steel flat surface is reported. The apparatus

can release the ball with and without initial spin. The steel target can be inclined 0–60-. The impact event is recorded with a digital video

camera. The video analysis is computer based and all the distortions of image are calibrated. The impact properties measured are expressed as

coefficient of normal restitution en, coefficient of tangential restitution et, impulse ratio or dynamic coefficient of friction f, angular velocity,

and rebound angle of the contact point. It is found that the measurement of oblique impact without initial spin shows close agreement with

recent published results and complies with rigid body theory. However, the experimental results of oblique impact with pre-impact spin do

not agree to the collision models in rolling or micro-slip regime in particular.

D 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Impacts and collisions are ubiquitous, e.g. during

galactic evolution, avalanches, ball games, and many other

industrial operations handling and processing granular

materials, such as chemical, pharmaceutical, agricultural,

and mining industries. The classical approach to impact

was furnished by Newton with the notion of the coefficient

of restitution e in his first book, ‘‘Philosophiae Naturalis

Principia Mathematica’’ (1686). Newton’s law of impact

states that the speed of rebound is proportional to the speed

of approach, both taken normal to the impact plane, the

constant of proportionality being the coefficient of restitu-

tion, e =vn
+ /vn

�. This is the only parameter needed to

describe collinear impacts and is still widely employed.

However, this approach ignores the details of transient

force and displacement during the impact process. Hertz

presented his theory of elasticity, which deals with the
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relationship of the static contact force and the relative

approach, Fn=kna
3/2.

The Hertz theory is restricted to frictionless surfaces of

perfect elasticity. For oblique impact of frictional solids, the

frictional force will reduce the tangential velocity of the

mass center and change the angular velocity of the

impacting bodies. The pioneering work to formulate the

tangential force under normal load was done by Mindlin

and Deresiewicz [1]. The magnitude and direction of

tangential force is described according to the mode of

motion of the contact patch—sliding or rolling. Mindlin

and Deresiewicz take into account the loading history of

normal and tangential forces to determine the current

tangential force. Maw et al. [2] argued that if the

distribution of tangential displacement (or traction) would

be approximated by a suitable series function, the amount

of information carried through the procedure would be

independent of the number of time steps used. A numerical

method was developed to identify the status of motion in

tangential direction [3]. If the non-dimensional rebound

angle, w2, is positive, where the impact angle is greater

than 30-, the impacts comply with the rigid body theory
1 (2006) 22 – 31
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(sliding); if the non-dimensional rebound angle is negative,

tangential compliance comes into play (rolling or sticking,

impact angle less than 30-). This method requires only two

parameters to fully describe an impact event, normal

coefficient of restitution e and coefficient of friction l
but three parameters (Possion’s ratio m, shear stiffness and

friction coefficient l) are needed to calculate the two non-

dimensional angles w1 and w2. A simplified model was

used by Foster et al. [4] and Lorenz et al. [5] to get rid of

the three parameters in the definition of impact and

rebound angles and the results are comparably accurate.

This is a three constant coefficients model [6]. The

coefficients are normal coefficient of restitution e for

normal movement, coefficient of friction l for sliding

tangential movement and tangential coefficient of restitu-

tion b for rolling or sticking tangential movement. It is

believed that the sliding and rolling are mutual exclusive.

This is different from Maw’s model [2] which allows the

contact point to slide at the start of the impact and then its

velocity may reach zero during the impact under the

influence of opposing frictional force, i.e. sliding will give

way to rolling. Once rolling is established, it will persistent

to the end of the impact.

Particular effort was invested in the measurement of

rotational velocity in experiments carried out to validate

the models for oblique impacts. Maw et al. [3] used a

strobe to measure the trajectories and rotation of steel and

rubber pucks colliding with blocks of the same material,

confirming the general form of their two non-dimensional

impact-rebound angles model. Gorham and Kharaz [7] and

Kharaz et al. [8] used a strobe and single-frame digital

camera to measure the speed, angle and rotation before and

after impact of a 5 mm aluminium oxide ball impacting a

26 mm thick soda lime float glass (fully elastic) and a 25

mm aluminium alloy anvil (some plastic deformation).

This accurate and reproducible result showed very close

agreement with Maw’s model. Foester et al. [4] and

Lorenz et al. [5] used a strobe to characterize the collisions

of ball–ball and ball–wall. Their experiments substanti-

ated Walton’s three constant coefficients impact model.

Labous et al. [9] studied the collision properties of 6.35–

25.4 mm nylon spheres with a high speed video camera at

a range of normal impact velocity 0.4–60 m/s. The

surfaces of spheres were marked with dots to measure

their orientation. Their results were compared to Walton’s

model with satisfactory agreement.

It should be noted that there is no initial spin in all the

previous impact tests to the best of our knowledge. In this

paper the results of impact of a steel ball with initial spin

impacting a chrome steel block is presented. An emphasis

is placed on the effect of initial spin on the rebound

behaviour. This is an extension of [10] where the

behaviour of normal impact and oblique impact without

initial spin was investigated with a digital camera at a

resolution of 320�240 pixels. This resolution is not

adequate for impacts with initial spin. A digital video
camera is employed here to record the impact process at a

resolution of 720�576 pixels. The results obtained

confirmed the rigid body theory for impact without initial

spin. However the models based on rigid body theory are

not applicable to the impact with initial spin.
2. Experiment method

A schematic set-up of all the equipment used in the

experiment is shown in Fig. 1. It has the flexibility to release

the ball with or without initial spin. It consists of four parts.

(i) A massive table made of steel with a surface of 500�900

mm that can be inclined from zero to 60-, which is indicated
by a protractor. On the top of the table is a 74 kg steel block

of 362�586�58 mm. It actually is a piece of liner for

grinding mill in a power station. (ii) Ball releasing system.

A 44.45 mm diameter ball (358.35 g) is held to a nozzle by

vacuum created by a vacuum pump. A 2 mm wide paper

band is stuck on the equator of the ball to indicate its

orientation for the measurement of angular velocity. To

release the ball, the vacuum in the hose is removed by

switching off the vacuum pump and switching on the air

valve (not shown in the picture) in the hose near the pump to

let the air in. The nozzle can be moved horizontally or

vertically as indicated. (iii) A digital video camera is put 1.6

m away from the object plane. (iv) An image processing

system. The impact event is recorded on a Mini DV tape

that is then transferred into a PC as AVI format video clips.

The video clips are then decomposed into individual frames

with software (Bink and Smacker). Images of even lines,

odd lines or a blend of both can be extracted. In the blended

mode, the images of the ball are recorded at 50 frames per

second (fps). A sequence of frames is shown in Fig. 2,

which is further analyzed using a professional image-

processing package, OPTIMAS. It can analyze points, lines

and areas. A calibration procedure has been carried out to

eliminate the distortions caused by illumination, perspec-

tive, and lenses that were detailed in Dong and Moys [11].

The digitized result of Fig. 2 is presented in Fig. 3.

To release the ball with initial spin, the ball is wrapped

with a strip of paper 40 cm long from a height of 90 cm to

the impact point. The ball will unwrap itself under gravity.

At the end of unwrapping (there still is one layer of paper

around the ball) the energy balance is

mgh ¼ 1

2
mv2 þ 1

2
Ix2 ð1Þ

I ¼ 2

5
mr2 ð2Þ

If there is no slip while the ball unwraps itself, a rela-

tionship between linear velocity and angular velocity

holds,

v ¼ rx ð3Þ



Fig. 1. The experimental set-up (not to scale).
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The final angular velocity is obtained from (1)–(3)

x ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
10

7
gh

r

r
¼ 82:08 rad=s ð4Þ

where h is the unwrapping length, h =0.4� (2p +1)r=0.238

m. This is the maximum angular velocity the ball can reach.
3. Oblique impact without initial spin

In this section, the ball is dropped on a steel target that is

inclined from 0 to 60-. The drop height is 90 cm

corresponding to an impact velocity of 4.2 m/s. The original

data obtained from video analysis is (h, x�=0, x+, vx
�=0,

vy
�, vx

+, vy
+) as shown in Fig. 4. The velocities before and

after impact are decomposed into normal and tangential

components at the impact point. The final measurement are

(h, x+, vn
�, vt

�, vn
+, vt

+) from which the coefficient of

tangential restitution is obtained:

et ¼
vþt
v�t

ð5Þ
It is important to point out that the velocities in Eq. (5)

are measured at the center of mass that is same as [12], not

at the contact point. The velocity at the contact point has

been used to define the coefficient of tangential restitution b
[4,9]. The velocity at the contact point is defined below and

will be used to discuss sliding later.

Vþ
t;CP ¼ vþt � rxþ ¼ vþx cosh þ vþy sinh � rxþ ð6Þ

Note that when the ball is released without spin

Vt,CP
�=vt

�. Another parameter, impulse ratio, f, is useful in

relating et and en. It is defined as the ratio of the tangential

impulse Pt to the normal impulse Pn during collision.

f ¼ Pt

Pn
¼ vþt � v�t

v�n � vþn
¼ 1� et

1þ en
tanh ð7Þ

If we assume the tangential force Ft =lFn in the

process of impact (i.e., slipping occurs throughout impact),

f ¼ Pt
Pn
¼ XFt dt

XFndt
¼ XlFndt

XFndt
¼ lXFndt

XFndt
¼l (true only if l is con-

stant). So f is sometimes called dynamic coefficient of

friction [13]. However, because this assumption is not

always true, it is better to term it impulse ratio.



Fig. 2. A sequence of frames extracted from a video clip. The background is a black sheet.
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3.1. Coefficients of normal and tangential restitution,

impulse ratio tangential to normal

Fig. 5 shows the results of oblique impacts of a 44.5 mm

steel ball on a steel liner in terms of et, en, and f. The

coefficient of normal restitution en is constant with a value

of 0.90T0.02 at any inclination from 0 to 60- where the

normal component velocity ranges from 4.2 m/s at 0- to 2.0

m/s at 60- target inclination That is not big enough to make

a notable difference in normal coefficient of restitution.

Generally speaking, normal restitution coefficient will

decrease with the increase of impact velocity as observed

by Labous et al. [9]. A range of models has been proposed

to describe the coefficient of restitution as a function of

impact velocity [14–16].

The coefficient of tangential restitution et in Fig. 5 is

always less than the coefficient of normal restitution. It

increases with plate inclination in excellent agreement with
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Fig. 3. The position and orientation of the ball by image analysis of Fig. 2.
[12] (Fig. 8) in trend and value. A detailed study [7] of

elastic impacts of 5 mm aluminum oxide spheres on a glass

anvil tilting from 2- to 85- reveals that et reaches a

minimum of 0.6 at an angle close to 20- and approaches a

value of 1 only for glancing incidence. The scatter in et
values is ascribed to the local variations in surface

conditions. The scatter in en is not as much as that et
because the measurement of en does not depend so much on

surface properties.

The impulse ratio f increases from slightly bigger than

zero to a limiting constant value of 0.103 on average since

20- incidence. This transition in impulse ratio indicates a

change in behaviors of the ball on the surface in tangential

direction. It either rolls at low angles (<20- here) or slides at
more oblique angles (>20- here). It is reasonable to regard

impulse ratio f as dynamic coefficient of friction at high

impact angles. According to classical rigid body theory, it is

easy to derive a relationship among et, en, and l when the

ball slides [12]:

et ¼ 1� l 1þ enð Þcoth ð8Þ

Fig. 6 shows et values in the sliding regime from Fig. 5

plotted against (1+en)coth. The linear regression equation

that best fits the measurements is inserted into Fig. 6

giving a coefficient of friction l =0.091. This is compa-

rable to the average impulse ratio 0.103. The point for 10-
in Fig. 6 deviates greatly from the straight line. From Figs.

5 and 6 it can be concluded that without initial spin the
Fig. 4. The impact of a ball on an oblique surface. Top, before impact;

bottom, the ball leaving the surface.
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Fig. 7. Angular velocity after impact without pre-spin.

Fig. 5. Coefficient of restitution, normal and tangential, and impulse ratio

tangential to normal of a steel ball impacting steel liner. No initial spin, fall

height=0.90 m.
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44.5 mm steel ball slides on the chrome-steel surface when

the impact angle >20-; it rolls or micro-slips when the

impact angle <20-.

3.2. Angular velocity without initial spin

Fig. 7 presents the measurements of angular velocity

after impact from 10- to 60- at an incremental of 10- as

filled circles. The open triangles co-plotted are rotation

results from [7] of 5 mm Al2O3 balls impacting a 26 mm

thick soda glass anvil. It can be seen that the rotation
e t  = 0.98 -  0 .09(1+en )cot θ
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Fig. 6. Measurement e i plotted against (1+e i)coth. The equation for the

straight line is inserted in the plot.
reaches zero at the two extreme inclination angles. For

oblique elastic impact of a ball on a flat surface without

initial spin, the angular velocity after impact acquired from

tangential impulse in terms of the tangential coefficient of

restitution according to rigid body theory is given [7]:

xþ ¼ 5

2
1� etð Þsinh v�

r
ð9Þ

Fig. 7 also shows the value of angular velocity (as open

circles) calculated from direct measurement of et using Eq.

(9). Gorham’s rotation velocity is about nine times higher

than our measurement at every angle. This is because the

angular velocity is inversely proportional to the diameter

of ball and their balls are nine times smaller than ours (the

impact velocities, v�, are also comparable. Gorham’s drop

height is 820 mm, 3.8 m/s and our drop height is 900 mm,

4.2 m/s). It is clear that there is a close agreement among

the three sets of data. This agreement confirms the

applicability of the assumptions of rigid body theory for

the elastic impact between a ball and a flat surface. The

maximum angular velocity at 30- coincides with the angle

of transition between rolling and sliding in Fig. 5. It is
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Fig. 10. The direction of pre-impact spin. The sign of angular velocity is

determined by right hand law.
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important to point out that this model does not apply to

non-elastic impact. An oblique impact test of a steel ball

on a rubber surface showed that the rebound angular

velocity increases monotonically with the target inclination

angle. No minimum value is observed in post-impact spin

as in Fig. 7 [10].

3.3. Rebound angle at contact point without initial spin

The rebound angle at contact point, hr, is defined in such

a way that it takes a positive value when the rebound trace

of the contact point lies in the opposite side to the incidence

trace with regard to the normal line of the contact surface. If

both the incidence and rebound traces are on the same side,

the rebound angle is negative.

hr ¼ atan
� Vþ

t;CP

V�
n;CP

ð10Þ

Vþ
t;CP ¼ vþt � rxþ ¼ vþx cosh þ vþy sinh � rxþ ð11Þ
At the contact point, Vn,Cp

+ =vn
+. The calculated values of

hr and Vt,CP
+ using Eqs. (10) and (11) are plotted in Figs. 8

and 9. The rebound angle versus incidence angle displays a

similar form to results presented as the non-dimensional

rebound angle versus incidence [3,7] and the simplified

version of non-dimensional rebound and incidence angles

[4]. Maw et al. [3] and Gorham and Kharaz [7] believe that

(i) when the rebound angle is positive the impact ends in a

state of gross slip (sliding). A sliding coefficient of friction

can be derived; (ii) when the rebound angle is negative the

impact ends in a state of rolling (sticking) at low incidence

angles (<5-) and micro-slip at slightly higher incidence

angles (10–30-). This result is comparable to that from the

impulse ratio in Fig. 5.

Fig. 9 shows the tangential velocity at the contact point

and its two components. The curve for Vt,CP
+ is a mirror

image of rebound angle so that they carry the same

information as far as rebound direction is concerned. This

is due to the minus sign in the definition of hr in Eq. (10).

Vt
+=etvisinh. It has a negative value because vi is negative

when it is dropped down. The negative value in Vt,CP
+ is

ascribed to tangential compliance by [2,17]. However, the

velocity at the center of mass does not change direction as

can be seen in Fig. 5 so that et is always positive.
4. Oblique impact with initial spin

4.1. The direction of pre-impact spin

Fig. 10 shows how a pre-impact spin is produced. If the

paper strip wrapping the ball forms a letter b as illustrated in

Fig. 10(a), the ball will spin forward on the flat surface. This

kind of spin is termed forward spin or clockwise spin. The

angular velocity of forward spin is positive according to

right hand law; if the paper strip forms a letter d with the

ball as illustrated in Fig. 10(b), it is called backward spin or

anticlockwise spin. The angular velocity will have a

negative sign. As shown in Fig. 7, the ball will spin

backwards after impact when it is dropped without initial

spin. This section will investigate the effect of pre-impact

spin on the rebound behavior.

4.2. et, en, and f of impact with clockwise spin

Fig. 11 shows the effect of forward spin in b-type drop on

impact parameters et, en, and f parallel to Fig. 5. (i) The

coefficient of restitution en is constant at a value of

0.93T0.02, which is nearly the same as en without initial

spin (0.90T0.02). (ii) The impulse ratio is also constant at

0.09T0.02 over the whole range of target inclination angles

investigated that is very close to the value of dynamic

coefficient of friction obtained in Figs. 5 and 6. It is implied

that the ball slides at the contact point throughout when it is

dropped with forward initial spin. This means that forward

spin promotes sliding as expected. (iii) It is worth noting

that the tangential restitution coefficient is negative when

the target inclination h <10-. It indicates that the center of

mass of the ball rebounds on the same side of the normal

line as the incidence velocity due to the forward spin. The

effect of initial forward spin will be cancelled out with the

increase of target inclination that will produce a backward

spin as demonstrated in Fig. 7.

4.3. et, en, and f of impact with anticlockwise spin

Fig. 12 shows the effect of backward spin in d-type drop

on impact parameters et, en, and f. It can be seen that (i) the



Fig. 11. en, e t, f of impact in b-type drop (+).
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coefficient of restitution en is constant at a value of

0.86T0.04, which is slightly smaller than en without initial

spin (0.90T0.02); (ii) the impulse ratio is only constant at

0.11T0.02 when the target inclination angle is bigger than

40-and it is also very close to the value of dynamic

coefficient of friction obtained in Figs. 5 and 6. It is implied

that the ball slides later at the contact point. The backward

pre-spin hinders sliding of the contact point compared with
Fig. 12. Coefficient of normal and tangential restitution, and impulse ratio

for d-type drop (�).
the no pre-spin case; (iii) the tangential restitution coef-

ficient, et, approaches positive infinite when the target

inclination is close to 0- due to small tangential velocity

imparted to the mass center by the initial spin. This is

opposite to the situation of forward initial spin.

4.4. Angular velocity with initial spin

Fig. 13 presents the measurements of angular velocity

after impact from 0 to 60- at an increment of 5- when the

ball is dropped with an pre-spin of about 80 rad/s. The

angular velocity after impact without initial spin is also

plotted here for convenience of reference. It is important

to point out that the model in Eq. (9) is no longer

applicable to impact with pre-impact spin for the reason

that tangential restitution coefficient et has very different

values at low angles and similar values at high angles for

the two different initial spins. At low impact angles (0–

5-), the tangential force dominates the rotation behavior. It

brings the initial angular velocity to almost zero. The

rotational kinetic energy is converted to tangential kinetic

energy. This causes the ball to rebound at 11.4- away

from its incidence (also normal) direction as illustrated in

Figs. 14 and 15. For the forward spin (clockwise) its

initial rotational direction is opposite to the direction of

rotation imparted during the impact by the tilted target. Its

angular velocity after impact is always smaller than its

initial angular velocity due to the dual effect of friction

and target inclination. In the backward spin case, the
Fig. 13. Angular velocities before and after impact of a 44.5 mm diameter

steel ball impacting a flat surface of chrome steel.
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ball’s angular velocity after impact is bigger than its initial

velocity because the angular velocity produced by the

target has the same direction as the initial angular

velocity. In the rolling/sticking regime for the backward

initial spin, the angular velocity after impact is nearly the

same as that of no initial spin. This implies that the

frictional force is small or even zero in rolling regime and

the rotational velocity after impact is produced by

tangential compliance [3].

4.5. Rebound angle of contact point and the center of mass

The rebound angles at contact point are plotted against

the incidence angle in Fig. 14. In the b-type drop (forward

spin) case, the rebound angle at contact point follows a

straight line with target angle. It has been demonstrated in

Fig. 11 that the contact point slides over the whole range

of target angles. Its bigger values compared with that for

d-drop indicate that it has a higher velocity at contact

point than that in d-drop. In d-drop case, the rebound

angle is in the range of �15-<hr<15-. This means that

the velocity at contact point is small. The impulse ratio in

Fig. 12 shows the contact point rolls when the target

inclination is smaller than 40- and slides thereafter.

Theoretically speaking, the velocity of the contact point

should be zero when the ball rolls on the contact surface.

It is better to say the ball is in a state of micro-slip at the

end of impact. The condition for rolling/sticking is

difficult to satisfy.
For a ball impacting a plane, it is predicted that et =5/

7=0.714 for rolling to occur (Vt,CP
+ =0 and hr=0-) from the

following kinematical consideration [8]

et ¼
2

7
en

tanhr

tanhi

þ 5

7
ð11Þ

However, from the measurement of et in Figs. 5, 11 and

12, et has a value of 5/7 only at a specific angle of target

inclination and the ball is not always in a rolling regime at

this condition. et =5/7 is neither sufficient nor necessary for

rolling to occur.

Initial spin also makes the three constant coefficient

impact model [6] inapplicable in the rolling regime. For

example, the rebound angle versus incidence for the no pre-

spin case can be modeled with two straight lines in Fig. 14

as has been done in [4,5]. The slope of the line for the

sliding region is the coefficient of friction and the slope of

the line for the rolling region is the coefficient of tangential

restitution at the contact point b. However, the value of b is

not constant for impact with initial spin. It can be positive or

negative in both kinds of spin.

The rebound angle of the center of mass of the ball is

shown in Fig. 15. At 0- of target inclination, the ball

rebounds 11.4- on average to the left of normal when it is

dropped with backward initial spin; it rebounds 11.4- to the

right of normal with forward initial spin. When the target is

horizontal, the rebound angles at mass center are respec-

tively equal to the rebound angles at the contact point (Fig.

14) in the three dropping scenarios because the rebound

angular velocity is zero or close to zero at 0- inclination as

shown in Fig. 13 where the tangential velocity of the mass
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center and the contact point are equal. They begin to deviate

since the target is inclined and the ball is imparted an

angular velocity after impact. After 40- of target inclination
the rebound angles for the three dropping modes converge

to ideal rebound angle and the ball slides at the contact

surface in all three dropping modes.
5. Conclusions

An experimental procedure has been developed to

determine impact parameters of ball impacting a flat

surface obliquely. The ball can be released without spin

or with initial spin in two directions. The impact event is

recorded with a digital video camera at a resolution of 720

by 576 pixels. The position of the center of ball and

orientation are measured at the same time using video

analysis with a function of calibration of all kinds of image

distortions.

The parameters characterizing oblique impact include

coefficient of normal restitution en, coefficient of tangential

restitution et, impulse ratio f (or coefficient of friction l
when the ball slides on impact surface), coefficient of

tangential restitution of contact point b and rebound angle

of contact point hr.
Initial spin before impact has a limited effect on the

coefficient of normal restitution: en=0.90 for no pre-spin,

0.93 for forward initial spin 0.86 for backward initial spin.

The dynamic coefficient of friction (impulse ratio in sliding

regime) of steel ball on chrome steel (28% Cr) surface falls

in a range of 0.09–0.11 for all three dropping modes.

Impulse ratio f is a straightforward parameter to

determine the mode of motion at the contact point, sliding

or rolling. The results of impact without pre-impact spin

confirmed the rigid body theory (Figs. 6–8). The results of

impact with pre-impact spin did not comply with the rigid

body theory (Maw’s model and Walton’s model). It is found

that the rebound angle of the contact point was not

necessarily negative for rolling or micro-slip as Maw’s

model predicted and the tangential coefficient of restitution

of contact point is not constant for rolling as Walton’s model

assumed. It remains a challenge to model the event of elastic

impact with initial spin.

List of symbols

CP contact point

e, en coefficient of normal restitution

et coefficient of tangential restitution

f impulse ratio normal to tangential during impact or

dynamic coefficient of friction

Fn normal force

I moment of inertia

Kn normal spring constant

m mass of the ball

r radius of ball

v�, vi velocities of the ball before impact
v+ velocity of the ball after impact

vx
�, vx

+ x component velocity of the ball before and after

impact

vy
�, vy

+ y component velocity of the ball before and after

impact

vn
+, vt

+ normal and tangential velocity after impact

vn
�, vt

� normal and tangential velocity before impact

VCP
� velocity at contact point before impact

Vt,CP
+ velocity at contact point after impact

a normal approach

b coefficient of tangential restitution of contact point

x�, x+ angular velocity of the ball before and after impact

h angle of target inclination in degree

hr rebound angle of contact point

hi incidence angle of impact

l coefficient of friction
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